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Patrick gets the feeling that something’s up…
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An Epilog

When Patrick’s story was first posted on a well-known social media platform, it soon

went viral. Numerous people posted messages of support, numerous trolls loudly

proclaimed their condemnation of everything he did and said (their view being that

he richly deserved what they termed his ‘sissyhood’), but nearly everyone expressed

a curiosity as to what would (or did) happen next. Did Patrick become a woman full-

time? If not, does he intend to do so at some point in the future (perhaps after saving

the requisite cash)? Is he planning to set up a GoFundMe to cover her costs?

The short answer is this: Patrick values his privacy. Whatever he (or she) chooses to

do, it will be done in private. However, he (and she) has authorized us to provide a

few brief answers. Please do not send us any more questions, because Patrick (also

known as Patricia) has made it clear that nothing else will be forthcoming.

Patrick has not become female. Whether or not this will happen in the future is still

up in the air. As you know, such decisions are not to be made lightly—certainly not

in the recent aftermath of a traumatic event. Instead, he has chosen to divide his life

between being Patrick and being Patricia. This could be considered a type of gender

fluidity. Some people are fluid in the sense that to look at them is not to know

whether they are male or female, which differs from androgeny in that they can

fluctuate back and forth, from one side of the spectrum to the other, often on a daily

basis. Patrick has chosen to do things differently. When he is presenting as a woman,

as Patricia, he is aggressively feminine: he wears a dress or a skirt, always with

heels; elaborate makeup and a feminine hairstyle. At such time, he thinks of himself

as female and conducts herself accordingly. Whereas when he is presenting as

Patrick, he dresses down in a T-shirt and jeans, always with sneakers; he wears his

hair in a low ponytail, and he goes unshaven. To facilitate this, rather than keep his

hair in the style shown above, he changed it to loose, flowing waves; when tied back

and left unbrushed, such hair draws no undue attention.

Needless to say, given his size and somewhat effeminate features, Patrick will never

be taken for a ‘manly man’. But he can pass as male when it suits him to do so. For

the same reason, when he wishes to pass as female he has no difficulty in doing so.

While attending college he was able to switch back and forth, usually week by week.

Professors and classmates alike grew accustomed to seeing him as either a man or a

woman, and treating him accordingly. However, the workaday world is not quite this

progressive. For that reason, he has chosen to seek employment as Patricia and spend

most of his time in feminine garb (certain weekends and trips back home being the

probable exception). And should you happen to recognize her on the street, Patricia

would appreciate it if you didn’t blow her cover. Thank you.  �


